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PILGRIMAGE IN THE 21ST CENTURY:
CASE STUDIES THREE SANCTUARIES IN SERBIA1
Abstract
In our paper we deal with the definiing and demarcating of pilgrimage terms, the
pilgrimage journey known since ancient times, and religious tourism as a modern form of
travel and leisure. Mixed pilgrimages mean that believers of different faiths and denominations go to one sanctuary, attracted by sacred place and sacred moment. Holy places,
pilgrimage sites, were being visited even at the times of the largest, politically contrived,
secularization of our society. This paper presents case studies of three shrines in Serbia,
which are visited by people regardless of their religion or confession. These are the Chapel of St. Petka at Kalemegdan in Belgrade, the Church of the Holy Virgin Cover in Djunis
near Krusevac in central Serbia, and the Sanctuary of Our Lady of Tekije near Petrovaradin in Vojvodina. The first two sanctuaries belong to the Orthodox, and the third one to
the Roman Catholic confession. The study was conducted using the method of semi-structured in-depth interviews with pilgrims of Orthodox and Roman Catholic confession. Interviews with Romani people, muslims, were held in the Tekije and Djunis, captured by a
camera. The main findings show that the pilgrimage motives of the majority of respondents are of spiritual, God-seeking, and that pilgrimages positively affect their daily lives.
Interviewed pilgrims were usually practical church believers, while there were less of traditionalists. Pilgrims of both Christian denominations do not belong to the majority of
contemporary believers in Serbia, but to the minority of church believers. Romani people,
muslims come to Christian shrines on certain holidays with their families in great numbers, but their rituals are performed separately from the Christian groups.
Key words: Pilgrimage, Religious Tourism, Pilgrims, Religious Experience, Serbia

Introduction
Relevance and prevalence of Pilgrim travels is ever growing2, with particular tourist activity aimed at cultural heritage included in the World Heritage
1 In 2013, author had doctoral defense at Faculty of Philosophy in Belgrade: Religon and
Pilgrim tourism: Case studies Three Sanctuaries in Serbia (Kalemegdanska sv. Petka, Bogorodica
Djuniska and Majka Božja Tekijska), mentor dr Milan Vukomanovic.
2 During world economic crisis, all forms of tourist travels encompassed decreased number of tourists, whilst, according to statistics, increase in this field is achieved in religious tourism.
World Tourism Organization (WTO) declared 2009 the year of religious tourism.
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List.3 Millions of people of different religion visit famous Holy places worldwide, which states in favor of both, pilgrimage travels and organized religious
tourism. Nowadays, visiting religious destinations worldwide is one of major
business with several USD billion turnovers. Just Lourdes itself, a small French
town with population of 16,000 people, known for its legend of Holly Virgin visage is annually visited by six million tourists (Andjic 2007, 7).4 Let’s remind of a
phrase “A tourist is half a pilgrim if a pilgrim is a half of tourist” first used by Victor and Edith Turner more than quarter century ago. These words haven’t lost on
the currency but are echoing as a mantra through a chapter of On the road to being There (Swatos, 2006) dealing with modern pilgrimages and pilgrims.
Interlace of the terms pilgrimage and religious tourism requires their defining and diversification. This ancient form of religious expression is present in
almost all confessions if the world, both past and current. Pilgrimage is a form
of going to a Holy place that the believers are accepting as Holy or to places for
which is believed to include miraculous healings: Lourdes, Fatima, Medjugorje
(Cvitkovic, 2009). Relevance of pilgrimage can be divided into local and regional, national and universal. International sanctuaries such as Lourdes and Medjugorje are visited by the millions (Cvitkovic, 2010; Belaj, 2013). By pilgrimage a
religious person both literally and symbolically travels to Holy place thereby confirming own identity as a member of a specific religious tradition. Pilgrimage has
some common features with all rituals from rites of passage („rites de passage“ –
Van Gennep) encompassing separation and transition in the beginning, and reincorporation or achieving a new status, indicating person’s transforming potential
(Genep, 2005). As many other rituals, pilgrimage includes ambivalence and polarity. It connects person with society, local and regional with universal and global, modern with historical, a small group with wide-spread community fathering
in the center. Thesis of V. Turner on liminoid, liminality, anti-structure and communitas, representing common feelings of closeness, a type of temporary uniting
of pilgrims, had nomothetic intention. On the other hand, Bharati finds no communitas in Indian pilgrimage (Clothey, 1990; Bharati, 1989).
3 Monuments of our cultural heritage included in this prestigious list are cultural-historical
integer „Stari Ras sa Sopocanima“ encompassing Monastery Djurdjevi Stupovi, Monastery Studenica and Monastery Visoki Decani (Kesić Ristić, 2010).
4 France is annually visited by 50 million tourists with religious tourism having a 44% share in cultural offer. More than a half of this percentage is an offer of pilgrim places, which France
has 5,000 where of just 185 is recognized by the Church. The tourists annually spend 400 million
EUR in Lourdes (Andjic, 2007: 27-31).
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G. Rinschede (1992) German geographer, divided forms of religious tourism based on length of stay in Holy places.
1. Short religious tourism are limited short-distance travels with usual goal
of travel is departure to religious center at local, regional level with tendency of
participation in celebration or church council. In Orthodox Church those are usually gatherings and fairs holding place on certain dates. In additional to church,
they also had trading and cultural relevance, whilst nowadays it is more of tourist relevance. They also include another form of tourist travels, and that is visiting monasteries, which is exceptionally developed form of travel in Serbia in recent years (Secibovic, 1995). These so called small pilgrimages are subject of our
research.
2. Long religious tourism, so called big pilgrimage includes several days
or even several week long visit to religious center. Pilgrim fluctuation increases
in periods of ceremonies or holidays and reduces in periods of economic crises
or wars. One of such centers is Jerusalem, visited by pilgrims of three religions:
Christianity, Judaism and Islam.
Pilgrimage and religious tourism are not synonymous although pilgrim
places are often a stronghold of secular tourism. It is difficult to draw a line between pilgrimage and tourism. By traveling a pilgrim fulfils his religious duty
seeking for salvation in eternity, whereas a tourist travels out of pleasure. For practical believer, pilgrimage place has good spiritual dimension, whereas for others
it is just tourist destination. Nature of modern pilgrimage is in range between authentic spiritual acts to religious tourism (Cvitkovic, 2010: 30). Vast number of
pilgrims visits monasteries and other Holy places, most often during church holidays (temple celebrations), but also at spare time (vacation, weekend, long weekend, school breaks, sick leaves) (Stamenkovic, 2006: 86). Orthodoxy and tourism
are only connectable to the extent that requirements of tourist economy don’t violate church dogmas and values, i.e. principles of Eucharistic life in church. When
speaking of religious tourism, it is not advisable to modify fundamental purpose
of church and monastery integers (Nedeljkovic, 2006; Stamenkovic, 2009). Similarly, one should distinguish pilgrim and tourist visits to Holy places.
Mixed pilgrimage
In search for the Holy, believers of different religions and confessions, in
our case Christians and Muslims, regardless of their ethnical origin and confessional and religious affiliation visit the same Holy places. In this paper, we mostly
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refer to research by Duijzings, a Dutch anthropologist who in 1991 did a research
of ethnical and religious mix of pilgrimage on Kosovo (Orthodox Serbian monasteries Gracanica and Zociste and Roman-Catholic sanctuary in Letnica). This
author observed pilgrimage as laboratory entity (Dejzings, 2005). Although ethnical-religious don’t necessarily have to be an obstacle for achieving certain level of communitas (Turner, 1974), accord and tolerance are not always present in
pilgrim sanctuary. Tension between a conflict and symbiosis, particularly in the
field of religious life is one of main topics of the book by G. Duijzings. This is
the reason why in our research we paid full attention to determining communitas
and conflicts on selected sanctuaries, as well as national and religious identity of
pilgrims. Some level of what e call communitas exists, but it is always something
uncertain, something that can under right conditions turn to its opposite. Unlike
Turner’s understanding that pilgrimage us foremost characterized by accord, according to Sallnow (1981) pilgrimage can be a scene of competition and a conflict between local communities and within. Deterioration of ethnical-religious
relations are most certainly affect by ecumenical character of pilgrimage, so sanctuary becomes a center of ethnical-political mobilization and competition. This
Duijzings´ conclusion was somewhat confirmed in cases of Djunis and Tekija.
Religious tourism in Serbia
In the territory of former Yugoslavia, Croat theoretician of tourism and sociologists were more dealing with religious tourism. Proper understanding of religious tourism and its subject, a tourist believer, it is very important to differentiate the terms believer and religious as stated by B. Vukonic. Difference is so to
say in level and intensity of beliefs and feelings.
1. Tourist believer is a believer convinced in his religious attitudes,
regularly meeting his religious obligations. While selecting tourist destination it is very important to have access to sacral facilities (regularly attending church services).
2. In terms of motivation, religious tourist is similar to common tourist. In comparison to the first type of tourist, it has some doubts toward religious principles, is less familiar with theology dogmas, and visits Holy
places not solely because of religious motifs, but curiosity as well. Cultural-educational aspect of a travel is dominant here (Vukonic, 1990: 98).

Partnership relation between church and the state is necessary prerequisite for development of religious tourism as stated by S. Krstajic (2011) in book
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entitled Trazenje Boga dušom (Soul Searching for God). Despite unquestionable resources so far Serbia didn’t have designed, planned and organized cultural-tourist offer. In all activities oriented toward development of cultural tourism in Serbia, marking activities are imperative, that have to be based on principles of integral marketing and sustainable development of tourism, which
will allow coordinated operations of all cultural tourism entities (Nedeljkovic, 2006; 83-84). Tourismologists such as I. Stamenkovic (2006, 2009) and S.
Nedeljkovic state that Orthodoxy and tourism are only connectable to the extent that requirements of tourist economy don’t violate church dogmas and values, i.e. principles of Eucharistic life in church. When speaking of religious
tourism, it is not advisable to modify fundamental purpose of church and monastery integers. Frequent occurrence in tourism is that the monuments are arranged for other cultural contents (as museums and areas for cultural manifestations and festivals). In that case, respect of church regulations would require conforming such events with religious needs only to acceptable limits.
Vast number of pilgrims visits monasteries and other Holy places, most often
during church holidays (temple celebrations), but also at spare time (vacation,
weekend, long weekend, school breaks, sick leaves) (Stamenkovic, 2006: 86).
Since they are encompassed by short religious tourism, monastery complexes are included as secondary destinations, because tourists mostly stay several
hours, with the exception of gatherings or celebrations, in which case they stay
for several days. In Orthodox Church only guests blessed by Monastery Prior
can stay longer period of time in monasteries. Unfortunately, Orthodox Church
lacks of centers and departments which were to deal with development of religious tourist and pilgrim travels. Such services would record and analyze number of tourists thereby contributing to better understanding of religious tourism
(Stamenkovic, 2009: 63). In our region we are facing problem of presenting
pilgrimage places in tourist advertising. There is no information about itineraries, conformity of travels and accommodation, local food and drinks, traditions
and customs, cultures and affairs of that surrounding. For instance, problem of
adequate road and parking space, particularly when are organized central celebrations and large attendance. In his book entitled Turismo religioso C. Mazza discusses this form of cultural tourism from historical-culturological aspect,
contributing to promotion of pilgrimage and religious tourism in Serbia (Maca, 2009). One should not forget the fact that we already connected to Europe
thru our monasteries. Namely, the European Council included Transromanica
into program Main European cultural routes, connecting and promoting com-
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mon European inheritage5. Thus cultural-tourist route6 launched in Germany in
2003 connects monuments in France, Spain, Italy, Austria and Slovenia and as
of November 2007 monuments in Serbia as well. This route not only includes
monasteries but also about 60 cultural-historical monuments of 11 countries
containing Romanesque elements (XII and XIII century). Monasteries Zica and
Studenica, Gradac, Djurdjevi Stupovi and Sopocani are included in European
cultural route „Transromanica”.7 In seek of healing and spiritual guidance many people in Serbia often visit Ostrog, Saint Petka, Djunis and other numerous
monasteries, and in this paper we will discuss specific, so called mix pilgrimages in three selected sanctuary.
Subject of our research at observational level, sociological analysis and
descriptions included three sanctuary case studies in Serbia. Two pilgrimage places are Orthodox (Holy Mother of God in Djunis and Saint Petka on Kalemegdan),
and one Catholic (Sanctuary of Mother of God Tekian in Petrovaradin). It is a mix
pilgrimages, because all three are visited by people of other religions. Of particular interest are the Romani, Muslims visiting said Christian sanctities on big holidays. Although ethnical-religious difference don’t necessarily have to be an obstacle for achieving certain level of communitas (Turner, 1974), accord and tolerance are not always present in pilgrim sanctuaries. Duijzings (2005) observed pilgrimage as laboratory entity indicating to tolerance and conflict in mix pilgrimages on Kosovo. Holy time, states Djuro Susnjic (1998) is as important as Holy
space. Sanctuary celebrations are also relevant for numerous pilgrims, so our calendar has directly influenced by dates of big holidays. Object of research was to
learn about some characteristics of modern pilgrims in Serbia, their motifs, religious experience, as well as influence of pilgrimage on daily life.
Theoretical-methodological approach
In theoretical approach to pilgrimage phenomenon we highlighted explanation of the term of secularization and process of desecularization, i.e. revital5 http://www.politika.rs/rubrike/putovanja/Religious-turizam-kao-turistichki-proizvod.
lt.html; http://www.srbija.travel/kultura/putevi-kulture/transromanika/.
6 Cultural routes have lately become subject of special interest of tourists therefore The
European Council took them into consideration as a good opportunity for identifying common values of European nations. Role of cultural routes is to promote understanding of European history
based on its physical, natural and intangible cultural heritage, in such way establishing relations
bonding different cultures and regions” (Hadzic, 2005).
7 See Web site National Tourism Organization of Serbia http://www.srbija.travel/kultura/
monasteries/.
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ization of religion, particularly in Serbia. According to P. Berger, former secularist, today’s world, exceptions excluded, is severely religious as it always were,
and in some areas even more than before. Secularization at social level is not necessarily connected to secularization of individuals (Berger, 2008). This author
separates two strategies of religious communities according to modernization: repudiating and adjusting. He feels that expansion of religious communities is directly proportional to the scope of their extent of not attempting to adjust to socalled requirements of secularized world (Berger, 2008).
Phenomenology of religion puts to the center of its attention the Holy, religious adventure, religious experience, transcendent, numinous. Personal dimension of religious is nowadays mostly expressed by category Holy which is considered the most suitable to post-modern conditions, because of its closest approach
to specific religious experience (Otto, 1983; Elijade, 2003). Phenomenology process is an attempt of understanding of essence and structure of religious phenomena, understood at the same time in its historical conditionality and thru homoreligious prism.
It is interesting to mention that in Serbia Holy places, pilgrimage places
were visited even in period of the most severe (politically forced) secularization
and atheism of our society.
In late 70s and early 80s when churches in Belgrade were half-empty on
Saint Petka day on October 27th on Kalemegdan there were queues of people patiently waiting for hours to worship relics and take Holy water. Return to national religiousness preceded desecularization. During the 90s people in former socialist countries returned to religion. In book entitled Religiousness and Tradition
(Religioznost and tradicija) authors of this paper dealt with church religiousness,
i.e. investigating bond between population and religion and church in Serbia at
the turn of the millennium, confirming thesis on reviving religiousness in this environment. Prolong unbearable daily routine of the 90s once again confirmed old
saying „troubled times call for worship places (Radisavljevic-Ciparizovic, 2006).
Research methods
We concord with Jukic´s (1991) position that equalizing religiousness with
regularity of fulfilling church obligations mean deprive religion to a point of distortion. Statistics says nothing on how the believers feel about participating in the
ceremony, which can be a result of deep religious choice, but also tradition (customs), social pressure or trendiness. This is why we feel that development of so-
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ciology of religion is of utmost relevance for development of qualitative methodology. Considering multidimensionality and complexity of the subject, we opted for phenomenon approach and case study method. This qualitative method researches integrity of researched trend. Experiential evidence originated gradually
from different data sources with a goal of understanding occurrence from aspect
of everyday life of actors themselves - pilgrims. Occurrence course of the material was followed by intensive sequential analysis (Bogdanovic, 1993). Field research took at three named sanctuaries on central holidays, observation with participation in rituals (holy), but also visit to fairs (secular). The second source of
evidence was the interviews, as a consisting part of the studies of multiple cases. In-depth interviews were based on plan of open-question discussion. Main
determinants while forming a sample were confessional affiliation, age and gender. The interviews were performed in Belgrade in 2007 on sample of 25 Orthodox and 25 Catholic pilgrims. Considering that named sanctuaries are dedicated
to the Holy Mother of God and Saint Petka, we felt they ere slightly more visited
by women. This is the reason why the sample contains 15 women and 10 men of
both confessions each. The sample includes 6 women and 9 over 50 years each,
and men 5 from both age categories, both Orthodox and Catholics. All interviews
were recorded on Dictaphone and then transcribed.
Sanctuary presentation:
1. Djunis, on the bank of the River Juzna Morava is twenty or so kilometers from the city of Krusevac. This village is characterized by two monasteries,
Saint Roman and Veil of the Holy Mother of God (Pokrov presvete Bogorodice)
to which we paid our attention to. Monastery is located at the very beautiful location between the vineyards and belongs to mixed prototype and ecographic.8
Mother of God of the Life-Giving Spring (Bogorodicin izvor), sanctuary center
whose water is considered to be healing is located between the old and the new
church and lodging. In 1898, a girl named Milojka saw the Mother of God who
told her to erect the church at that point (Jocic, 1980).9 Pilgrims kiss the stone
for which is believed that the Mother of God stood on it. On holiday Pokrova on
8 Pilgrimage center can belong to one of at least three types: prototype, syncretic and econographic. 1. Prototype center is the one maintaining determining historical or mythical dimensions of tradition; 2. On the other hand, syncretic center is the one where holy place has merged traditions transcending a religion. 3. Ecographic center gained importance more due to geographic position than its theological or mythical origin (Clothey, 1990: 254).
9 After recorded testimony of Dragutin Jocic, brother of Milojka in 1938, monastery administrators publish Miraculous History on Finding Holy Places for Temple of Veil of Holy Mother
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October 13th/14th this monastery is attended by several tens of thousands of people predominantly from Serbia and Republika Srpska. After Akathists service
at midnight, in the church is performed food blessing for the sick. The Pilgrims
confess and devotion in the morning liturgy. This Orthodox sanctuary is massively attended by pilgrim Romani Muslims on August 13th/14th on Catholic Assumption of the Blessed Virgin Mary (Velika Gospa). This uncoordinated timing
proved to be cause of some misunderstanding between sisterhood of the monastery and the Romani pilgrims. Due to well-known discrepancy between the Gregorian and Julian calendar valid in Serbian Orthodox Church (SPC) at that period
begins Blessed Virgin Mary fast and the sisterhood of monastery retreat to deeper prayer.10 It wasn’t long ago since the Romani begin having pilgrim travels to
Djunis. They used to go to Letnica, Catholic Marian sanctuary on Kosovo (Dejzings, 2005: 122).
2. Saint Petka Chapel on Kalemegdan and water (source) of this cult Saint
in Serbian religion.11
Saint Petka slava is on October 27th when Kalemegdan is visited by numerous pilgrims who come to bow to relics of the saint and Holy water they believe
to be healing. People always visited the spring ever since the ancient times. It is
mentioned by the French Quclet on his passage through Belgrade in 1658 (Ivancevic, 1970: 138). In late 70s and early 80s when churches in Belgrade were
half-empty on Saint Petka day on October 27th on Kalemegdan there were queues
of people patiently waiting for hours to worship relics and take Holy water. It is a
mix of prototype and ecographic pilgrimage. Each Friday akathist is read to Saint
Petka and believers come in larger number on „Young Friday”12 (Mladi petak)
when water is hallowed. This sanctuary is visited by believers regardless of their
of God in the Village of Djunis – Serbia (Čudesnu povijest o pronalasku svetog mesta crkve Pokrova Presvete Bogorodice u selu Djunisu - Srbija).
10 During the day I had casual conversations with the Romani from Niš who stayed near
the monastery waiting in the evening and at night. We had no problems filming them with camera.
Their children were running to the church and entered inside. They said they were coming for health and thanking to the Mother of God „for helping them in something“, making them want to donate something to the monastery. They don’t understand reasons for fasting, and why they can’t enter the church at night. Asked why don’t they return on Orthodox Assumption of the Blessed Virgin Mary (Velika Gospojina) on August 28th they said it was their tradition although they are Muslims. They used to massively got o Letnica, but since they can’t go there they transferred to Djunis. In the evening was substantially more tense situation because the police stood near the entrance into the monastery. Abbess Marija prohibited ceremony of cutting lamb hoofs at midnight and
their ritual walk around the church.
11 „In terms of celebrating by the Serbs, Saint Petka is fifth ranked by number of Chandlers, right behind Saint Nikola, Jovan, Djordja and Archangel Michael. About 240 known parish
and monastery churches in our nation is dedicated to her…‟ (Radovic, 2009: 5).
12 The first Friday after moon change is called “Young Friday”.
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confession, hence, Catholics and Muslims as well.13 Numerous tourists from different places visiting Belgrade and Kalemegdan fortress come to church Ruzica
and Saint Petka Chapel.
3. Sanctuary of Mother of God of Tekija is in Tekije near Petrovaradin.
Tekije mean resting place because Turkish Aghas came to rest there. Central slava
of the sanctuary is on August 5th on Our Lady of the Snows Day, because on that
date in 1716 a battle between Christian and Turks took place, and victory of several times weaker Christians is attributed to Mother of God of Tekija. This sanctuary is also a mix of ecographic and prototype; extremely mixed pilgrimage, because of traditional mass pilgrimage of the Romani Muslims performing their
rituals. They and their families come on big Christian holidays, but there are no
communitas between them and other (Christian) groups, as Turner named. The
Romani are staying nearby the sanctuary and for them is important to spend the
night before the holiday and holiday on Holy place. They come for health, happiness, progress, gratitude. There are internally displaced persons from Kosovo and
refugees from Macedonia, but also Romani from Zrenjanin and Novi Sad. They
are all Muslims and express deep respect for the Mother of God, in this case of
Tekija. When possible, they bring live lamb. After entering the church they go to
alter with statue of the Mother of God, leaving the church in reverse not to turn
the back to the statue. In most cases they use towels for going over statue, and
leave the money on. Children crawl under alter three times for health. They go to
water near the sanctuary, lit candles, but don’t attend numerous masses alternating in Hungarian, Slovakian and Croat language.
Research results
Despite unquestionable resources so far Serbia didn’t have designed,
planned and organized cultural-tourist offer. As said earlier cooperation between
the church and the state is necessary for developing pilgrim travels and religious
tourism, consequently all secondary economic, demographic and cultural effects
thereby achieved.
In this paper we confirmed the thesis that it is mix pilgrimages visited by
people regardless of their religion and confession. There are several sanctuaries in Serbia, but in region as well: Ostrog, Djunis, Saint Petka, Devic, Sokoli13 Archpriest Stavrofor dr Radomir Popovic, padre and administrator of sanctuary says
that the Romani Muslims are frequent visitors of the chapel of Saint Petka and that they give lambs.
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ca, Decani, Bunaric, Tekije, Saint Ivo in Podmilacje near Jajce Medjugorje... Mix
pilgrimage places are stronger than confessional affiliation. In addition to tradition, it maintains belief of pilgrim in God, miraculous saints and healing places. Crucial confirmation that selected Christian sanctuaries in Serbia are mix pilgrim places was given by the Romani, Muslims, visiting in big number on big
holidays. Together with their families they come to Christian sanctuary, but perform their ceremonies separate from Christian groups. Hence, communitas is not
achieved but in most cases here is no conflict either. In periods when time of visit is not conformed in terms of calendar, there are misunderstandings between
the Romani pilgrims and sisterhood of Orthodox monastery in Djunis. Still, motifs of Romani pilgrims are not different from motifs of other pilgrims. These are:
health, happiness, family prosperity, prayer, pledge, and thanking to the Mother
of God. National and church religiosity is not intertwined on surveyed pilgrimages, but aren’t in dramatic discrepancy. At least, actors themselves don’t perceive them as such. Inter-religious and ecumenical character of pilgrimage unquestionably depends on social situation. Deterioration of ethnical-religious relations is by all means influencing ecumenical mix character of pilgrimage, so
the sanctuaries become a scene of ethnical-political and religious competition. It
turned out that antagonistic tolerance (Hayden, 2002) didn’t display just in monastery in Djunis, but in other, more subtle, way appear in Tekije. Thus sort of zero tolerance is unfortunately consisting part of places with competitive sharing
of sanctuary. When social conditions are more stable, and there are individuals,
predominantly referring to priests, who are open and have tendency for fellowship, then joint visitation of the same relics strengthens as well. Holy places have
their developmental dynamics from discovering Holy place, pilgrimage to religious tourism. Serbia doesn’t lack in discovering saint places, and pilgrim visits
to the monasteries, whilst religious tourism is the least developed. Without any
undervaluing of tourist visits and their relevance, Saint Petka and Church Ruzica
are predominantly visited by God-seekers. Tourist potential of Djunis as a small
place on good geo-strategic position with big relics and preserved nature, is big,
but effect poor, in terms of religious tourism. More so if it were to be compared
with similar places in the world (Lourdes) or in the region (Medjugorje) as places
where the Mother of God shower herself. Each year, Djunis is visited by tens of
thousands pilgrims, but accommodation capacities are undeveloped. Tourist potential of Tekije is undisputable as well, but also underused. Greatest obstacle is
season character of sanctuary: church is opened just during the holidays. There is
also no tourism there although it is important pilgrimage place.
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The most frequent pilgrimage: Responses of Orthodox pilgrims indicated
that they visited all monasteries of Serbian Orthodox Church (hereinafter referred
to as: SPC), as well as Orthodox sanctuaries in other countries: Russia, Greece,
Romania, outlining Hilandar and Jerusalem. Catholic pilgrims mostly visited pilgrimage place - Tekije, and the most renowned Medjugorje. There is Croat national sanctuary Marija Bistrica, ecumenical Bunaric near Subotica but also visits to
relics abroad, such as Rome, Jerusalem... Some of them go to Serbian monasteries, and among Catholics there are some experiencing miracles during pilgrimages. As primary motif for their journeys, 14 Orthodox pilgrims (5m:9f) state spiritual needs. Male Orthodox pilgrims (hereinafter referred to as: HPm) claimed
primary reasons to be spiritual reconnection, inner desire, prayer and gratitude to
God. Female Orthodox pilgrims (hereinafter referred to as: (HPž) got to pilgrimage for specialization, seeking peace, seeking God, gaining blessings or bestowal to the saint. At the same number as Orthodox, 14 Roman-Catholic pilgrims
(4m:10f) state primary motif to be their spiritual needs. Men find important spiritual reconnection, prayer, and women seeking God, deepening the faith, conversion, vow, awe and gaining mercy. Just two retired Orthodox pilgrims stated primary motif to be love for traveling which is the most secular response we included in material needs. The most secular responses in Roman-Catholics (1m:1f)
stated primary motif for going to pilgrimage curiousness and respect of tradition.
Six HP (3m: 3f) as primary motivation for going to pilgrimage in addition to spiritual, stated material needs (communication, union, socializing, learning about
our culture, history...). The same number of Catholic pilgrims (4m:2f) identified
merge of spiritual and material needs as primary motivation for going to pilgrimage. Interesting answer of three pilgrims (2m:1f) states no outlining of any primary motif, because they feel that liturgy aspect is the same everywhere. Out of 50
respondents almost half (24) feel there were communitas, specific union on pilgrimages they participated in. During some pilgrimages are formed communitas,
whereas on others this is not case, state 14 pilgrims. Collectively, more than three
quarters (38) pilgrims experienced communitas on pilgrim travels. Eight respondents answered there was no communitas between pilgrims in group and just 4
lack of experience of group travel. They go to pilgrimage alone, with their families and closest friends. More than half Orthodox pilgrims 13 (5m:8f) feel that
there is communitas in groups. More than half Catholic pilgrims state that communitas form, 10 (7m:3f). Equal number of pilgrims of both confessions feel that
communitas form, whilst other not: 8 Orthodox (3m:5f), and 8 Catholics (2m:6f).
In both instances, females outnumber males. Lack of communitas on pilgrimag-
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es find 2 Orthodox pilgrims (1m:1f), and 5 Roman-Catholic (1m:4 f). Some respondents, two of each confession, go to pilgrimage alone, their families or closest friends, never group.
Generally speaking, there is almost no difference in answers of respondents in terms of confession, Orthodox and Catholics gave very similar answers.
One of the reasons is that respondent pilgrims consisted mostly of assured, practical believers. They are not majority believers in Serbia, on contrary, they are
minority church believers. In addition, many respondents, particularly of Roman-Catholic confession:
■ are born in mix marriage – one parent is (was) Orthodox,
■ has 3 cases of conversion – christened in Orthodox church officially
changed into Catholic confession,
■ their ancestors origin from other areas but (for generations) live in Belgrade where the respondents themselves were born. This note – that these are Roman-Catholics from Serbia/ Belgrade should be taken into consideration when
analyzing identity.
Almost all Orthodox pilgrims feel they change on pilgrimages 24HP
(10m:14f). Almost all Catholic pilgrims change on pilgrimage, manifested as
good mod, joy, fulfillment, rebirth, relaxation, accomplishment, enthusiasm,
power. Unfortunately, despite effect on daily life, that mood is difficult o maintain – it is lost, but the memory remains, as well as desire to one again visit Holy place.
Pilgrimage has positive effect on religious identity – was answer of half respondents (25) (10HP:15HK). Pilgrim travels effect both identities, but religious
is primary as stated by 5 pilgrims (4HP:1HK). Pilgrimage affects equally both
identities, as thought by 14 believers (8HP:6HK). Visit to Holy places is not affecting either religious or national identity is opinion of 6 pilgrims (3HP:3HK).
National identity wasn’t isolated by any of respondent pilgrims, because they arte church believers who find religious identity more relevant.
Orthodox pilgrims in just two cases perceive national religiosity and customs as the most positive (1m:1f). Both respondents were born outside of Serbia; refugees: woman World War II from Croatia, and man in the 90s from Sarajevo (BIH). They are church believers and not traditionalists glorifying customs.
Preservation of national customs for them is equal to preservation of religious
and national identity. Somewhat higher number of the Orthodox (3m:3f) feel that
national and church religiosity should amend, and that there are no conflicts between them. Still, most Orthodox respondents (5m:10f) unquestionable primacy
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give to church religiousness. They feel that church and national religiousness are
in conflict with national religiousness being un-Orthodox overcome with paganism. Even someone who declares as traditionalist states not being in favor of national religiousness. These answers at the same indicate some growth on church
influence, at least in some circle of believers. Reasons of collision between church
and national religiousness, respondent pilgrims see in great ignorance of the people. Almost all feel that lack of knowing faith is consequence of communism ruling more than half of century. Few pilgrims state that Grassroots movement (Bogomoljacki pokret) originated between the two world wars as time when national religiousness was better fit with church. As almost unsolvable problem believers see insufficient number of too busy priests who don’t have enough time
to educate people. Almost all pilgrims stated pagan customs related to postmortem customs as an example of distinct between national and church religiousness. In addition to customs related to celebration of slava or Christmas, which
conform church rules the best, customs related to funerals and memorials, particularly in the countryside, are still pure pagan. In many villages All Souls Day
is on Friday not Saturday which is customs originated by force of circumstances during ruling of the Turks. Unlike Orthodox most Roman-catholic pilgrims respondent to the same question about relation between church and national religiousness as not conflicted. Amend of church and national religiousness is stated
by 11 Catholic pilgrims (5m:6f). Just 5 Roman-catholic respondents (3m:2f) explicitly states the conflict between church and national religiousness. Partial conflict between church and national religiousness was states by 9 Roman-catholic
pilgrims (3m:7f). Almost all pilgrims report seeing numerous expressions of superstitious in daily life, in church or pilgrimage, and some admit to being superstitious themselves. Pilgrims mostly state the need to educate, i.e. catachresis by
the priests and monks. Roman-catholic pilgrims as well share similar experiences as Orthodox ones: they encounter superstitious in the church, on pilgrimages,
and they admit to being superstitious themselves. Some of them confirm that superstitious is not just Balkans feature but is spread worldwide.
Pilgrims of both Christian confessions, and Orthodox and Catholics, are in
most cases practical church believers, only few are traditionalists. These are not
majority believers in Serbia, but we feel that quality of thus paper is in research
of minority part of church believers. It is not important as to whether the number
of church believers is 5, 6 or 10%, by all means they are not at level of statistical
error, i.e. they cannot be neglected anymore. Young educated people from urban
environments are included. They live what they believe into, thinking of them-
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selves as being in the beginning, a key for confirmation of everlasting dynamics
of religious life. If we were to apply famous term of Grace Davie (1994; 2005;
2007) ˝believing without belonging˝, we have here ˝believing and belonging˝ at
least when speaking about church believers.
When speaking of empirical research of complex phenomena such as religiousness (in this case: pilgrims) it is these examples that indicate advantages of qualitative methodology comparing to quantitative methodology. It is only through narration of respondents themselves that we can (and even then only
partially) compile knowledge about their religious experience and church-related habits. Of course, this doesn’t mean that well-designed quantitative researches shouldn’t be implemented on representative sample. Of course, we outline one
more time necessity of longitudinal empirical researches which were to facilitate
unpredictable religious situation in 21st century. Results of quantitative researches are necessary reliance to smaller-scale experience researches of quantitative
type whose generalization power is small. On the other hand, in studying of complex religious phenomena, not everything can surely be reduced to percentages and numbers, therefore qualitative researches filled with positions of respondents themselves are very valuable. We see a contribution of this paper in pioneer
sociological research of (mix) pilgrimage, (potential) religious tourism and religious experience of pilgrims in Serbia.
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HODOČAŠĆA U 21. VEKU:
STUDIJE SLUČAJA TRI SVETILIŠTA U SRBIJI
Rezime
U našem radu se bavimo definisanjem i razgraničavanjem pojmova hodočašća,
kao pokloničkog putovanja poznatog od davnina, i verskog turizma, kao savremenog vida putovanja i odmora. Mešovita hodočašća podrazumevaju da u jedno svetilište odlaze
vernici različitih vera i konfesija, privučeni svetim mestom i svetim trenutkom. Sveta mesta su bila posećena i u vreme najveće, politički isforsirane, sekularizacije našeg društva,
pa možemo reći da su bila jača od ideologije ateizma. Povratak narodnoj religioznosti je,
u našem slučaju, prethodio desekularizaciji. U radu su predstavljene studije slučaja tri
svetilišta u Srbiji koja posećuju ljudi bez obzira na veru i konfesiju. To su Kapela Sv. Petke na Kalemegdanu u Beogradu, Pokrov Presvete Bogorodice u Đunisu kod Kruševca u
Centralnoj Srbiji, i svetilište Majke Božje Tekijske kod Petrovaradina u Vojvodini. Prva
dva svetilišta pripadaju pravoslavnoj, a treće rimokatoličkoj konfesiji. Analizira se odnos svetog i svetovnog na hodočašćima i susret crkvene i narodne religioznosti kroz rituale na centralne praznike. Istraživanje je sprovedeno metodom dubinskog polustrukturisanog intervjua sa hodočasnicima pravoslavne i rimokatoličke veroispovesti. Sa Romima, muslimanima, vođeni su razgovori u Tekijama i Đunisu koji su snimljeni kamerom.
Glavni nalazi istraživanja pokazuju da su motivi hodočašća najvećeg broja ispitanika duhovne prirode, bogotražiteljski, i da hodočašća pozitivno utiču na njihov svakodnevni život. Ispitivani hodočasnici su najčešće praktični crkveni vernici, dok je manje tradicionalista. Hodočasnici obe hrišćanske konfesije ne pripadaju većini savremenih vernika u Srbiji, već manjini crkvenih vernika. Skoro svi ispitanici smatraju da dolazi do izvesnog komunitasa na hodočašćima, što najviše zavisi od vođe puta, tj. sveštenika koji vodi grupu.
Romi, muslimani masovno porodično dolaze u hrišćanska svetilišta na određene praznike, ali svoje obrede vrše odvojeno od hrišćanskih grupa.
Ključne reči: hodočašće, hodočasnici, verski turizam, religiozno iskustvo, Srbija

